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Mantech Launches Its Advanced Cyber Range Environment
Military-Grade Cyber Training, Testing, and Evaluation Range Now Open to Protect Government and
Industry Cyber Domains
HERNDON, Va., Sept. 06, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ManTech International Corporation (Nasdaq:MANT) today
announced full operational capability of the company's Advanced Cyber Range Environment, enabling customers to test
and evaluate the cyber preparedness of their networks and to train users in the latest defensive cyber technologies for
preventing cyberattacks.
"ManTech's Advanced Cyber Range Environment offers strategic, best-in-class capabilities for our customers, providing the
most innovative cybersecurity test, evaluation, and training infrastructure in the marketplace and allowing customers to
rapidly improve all facets of their security posture," said Kevin M. Phillips, ManTech president and chief operating officer.
"This offering captures five years of development and support of leading-edge range environments. We anticipate strong
demand from an array of customers eager to learn and apply ManTech's industry-leading approach to preempting
cyberattacks."
Using ManTech's Advanced Cyber Range Environment, customers benefit from military-grade cyber training, testing and
evaluation capabilities on precise simulations of their own networks, putting their cybersecurity systems and personnel
under "live fire" from real malware in a safe environment.
Tailored to the specific needs and concerns of the customer, the ManTech Advanced Cyber Range experts evaluate
technical and personnel capabilities to pinpoint potential vulnerabilities. ManTech develops and executes live simulations of
"cyber combat" to empower customers with the skills that ManTech has developed to defeat live malicious cyber events.
ManTech has successfully supported response and remediation efforts for recent malware attacks at the Department of
Homeland Security, the Defense Information Systems Agency, the Department of Justice, the Department of Health and
Human Services, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
The Advanced Cyber Range Environment positions ManTech's Government and commercial customers to evolve on pace
with emerging technologies that impact their missions, and to protect their networks and infrastructure against damage that
might occur during enterprise-wide software upgrades, from new malware, threats to critical platforms, and evolving threats
from new technologies (the Internet of Things).
About ManTech International Corporation
ManTech provides innovative technologies and solutions for mission-critical national security programs for the intelligence
community; the departments of Defense, State, Homeland Security, Health and Human Services, Veteran Affairs, and
Justice, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); the health and space community; and other U.S. Government
customers. ManTech's expertise includes cybersecurity; software and systems development; enterprise information
technology; multi-discipline intelligence; command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (C4ISR); program protection and mission assurance; systems engineering; supply chain management and
logistics; test and evaluation (T&E); training; and management consulting. Additional information on ManTech can be found
at www.mantech.com.
Statements in this press release that do not directly and exclusively relate to historical facts constitute "forward-looking
statements" within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These
forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside of our control,
and could cause actual results to differ materially from those we anticipate. For a written description of these factors, see
the section titled "Risk Factors" in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, as well as any updating information in our
subsequent filings with the SEC. The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date hereof, and we disclaim any
obligation to update them, whether as a result of a subsequent event or otherwise.
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